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                                                        Inspired Pet Nutrition boosts production capacity to cope with increased demand                                                    
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                                                        Independence Pet Holdings adds Pets Best to its portfolio                                                    
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                                                        UK’s competition watchdog: pet owners might be overpaying for medicines                                                    


                                                    
                                                        GlobalPETS analyses the Competition and Markets Authority’s (CMA) concerns and how the industry has reacted.                                                    
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                                                        Indian animal protein firm Mukka makes IPO debut                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The fish oil supplier’s initial public offering (IPO) opened to strong demand.                                                     
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                                                        Mars Pet Nutrition appoints new Global Chief Growth Officer                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Natalia Ball will focus on boosting marketing, sales, and innovation for the pet food manufacturer.                                                    
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                                                        Shanghai moves to make China’s capital more pet-friendly                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Officials believe creating a more pet-inclusive environment will attract younger generations to the city. GlobalPETS learns more.                                                     
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                                                        Petco announces rise in consumables and services businesses amid leadership transition                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The pet retailer’s yearly net revenue until February stood at $6.3 billion (€5.7B), an increase of 3.6% compared to the previous year.                                                    
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                                                        A fantastic journey: Musti’s CEO says he is thrilled for the next chapter after acquisition                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Flybird Holding is set to acquire the Nordic pet retailer following the positive result of its tender offer.                                                     
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                                                        These are the new B Corp-certified pet companies                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Lintbells (UK), Zesty Paws and Solid Gold (US) and Agronutris (France) have been recognized for their sustainability efforts.                                                     
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                                                        Packaging firm ProMach acquires Italian processing equipment supplier Zacmi                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Closed for an undisclosed sum, the deal is expected to give both players access to a wider market.                                                    
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                                                        Québec bans 4 cosmetic surgeries on pets                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The Canadian province has become the latest to regulate aesthetic and unnecessary surgeries on pets, animal welfare practices and commercial breeding.                                                    
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                                                        Classic small animal drinking bottles: leading the market for 50 years                                                    


                                                    
                                                        Classic, a brand synonymous with exceptional quality and innovation, has been at the forefront of the market for small animal drinking bottles for an impressive 50 years.                                                     
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                                                        New Zealand’s Petdirect lands undisclosed funding                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The online pet retailer secured a significant investment to enhance its online platform and improve customer experience.                                                    
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                                                        Sniffers Pet Care lands fresh investment                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The British pet treats supplier received a capital injection of £850,000 from private equity (PE) firm Traditum.                                                    
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                                                        Petz increases market share despite “fiercer” competition in 2023                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The Brazilian pet retailer increased its gross revenue by 12.5% last year.                                                    
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                                                        These pet products have won the 2023 European Product Design Awards                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The awards recognize the best in international product design in different categories, including pet supplies.                                                    
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                                                        Pet food drives organic growth for Symrise                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The company’s Taste, Nutrition & Health segment – including pet – improved its performance by 9.3% in 2023.                                                    
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                                                        AlgoGroup raises $1 million seed funding                                                    


                                                    
                                                        The Singapore tech pet start-up aims to address the growing market for emerging pet brands.                                                    
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